Introduction
The principles of experimental designs are randomization, replication and blocking. Randomization is often employed to remove potential for systematic bias on the part of the researcher and to reduce experimental errors. Blocking is randomization within block of homogeneous experimental units. Blocking is necessary to evenly distribute treatment across large potential sources of variation. Replication is repetition of basic experiment. More replications imply more precise inference. Holf (2009) . Researchers like Zia (2000) and Colton (2012) had developed procedures to reduce experimental errors. The reduction in error becomes more pronounce in randomized block designs such as Latin Square designs. The existing Graeco -Latin square reduces the experimental error by adding one more restriction on randomization to Latin square by using Greek letters within P 2 cells along with the Latin letters in such a manner that no combination of Greek -Latin letters are repeated Hicks and Turner(1973) and Montgomery (1976) .
Other associated designs that reduce experimental error are the Youden square which allows rectangular arrangements, Hicks and Turner (1973) ; the Cross Over design which is a special case of the Latin square design, Cochran and Cox (1957) . In addition, there are systematic squares such as the Knut and Vik which have been used by experimenters, but the experimental error is in question on these designs even if there are no interactions Kempthorne (1952) ; Fisher (1966) and Yates (1964) .
To further reduce the experimental error, Effanga and Offong (2016) extended randomization to three dimensional, not as in Graeco Latin square, but by considering rows, columns and regions. They called their design a "Latin square design with three restrictions on randomization(3RR -Latin square design)". In a "p x p" 3RR -Latin square design P treatments are arranged in a P x P array such that each treatment appears only once in a row, only once in a column and only once in a region. They showed that their design only exists for Composite order p ≥ 3. A 3RR -Latin square design has advantage over completely randomized design, randomized block design and ordinary Latin square design in the sense that experimental errors are reduced. This paper add yet another restriction on randomization to the existing 3RR -Latin square design by superimposing two orthogonal 3RR -Latin squares. Of interest in this paper are the following fundamental questions: (i) Does there exists pairs of orthogonal 3RR -Latin squares? (ii) What is the resulting design when two orthogonal 3RR -Latin squares are superimposed? (iii) What is the statistical model for the resulting design? (iv) How can the parameters in the model be estimated? (v) How can the ANOVA be performed? The answers to the above questions are provided in the following sections.
II.
Orthogonal 3RR -Latin Squares Example 2: The two "9 x 9" 3RR -Latin squares below are orthogonal:
Now superimposing the pairs of "4 x 4" orthogonal 3RR -Latin squares and "9 x 9" orthogonal 3RR -Latin squares we obtain the following "4 x 4" and "9 x 9" 4RR -Latin squares, respectively. "4 x 4" 4RR -Latin square 
IV. Estimation of Parameters
It is important to note that in a Graeco 3RR -Latin Square there are only p 2 experimental units to be used in the experiment instead of p 5 
Differentiating equation (2) with respect to µ, α i , β j , ϒ k , τ r and ψ s respectively, and equating to zero, we obtain the following system of equations: 
Equations (3) through (7) Solving equations (9) through (14) 
V. The Analysis of Variance
The Analysis of Variance consist of partitioning the total sum of squares (SST 0 ) into its component parts, the sum of squares for row (SSR O ), sum of squares for column (SSC), sum of squares for region (SSR e ), sum of squares for capital letter treatments (SST), sum of squares for small letter treatments, and sum of squares for error (SSE). The number of squares in a set of mutually orthogonal Latin squares of sides" p is not greater than p -1 Theorem: The number of squares in a set of mutually orthogonal 3RR -Latin squares of sides" p is at most (p -2) Proof: Considering the Analysis of variance, the differences between rows, columns and regions accounts for (p -1) degrees of freedom. Since the total degrees of freedom is (p 2 -1) it follows that there are (p + 1) methods of subdivision. Of these rows, columns and regions account for 3, leaving (p -2) subdivisions by letters.
VI.
Summary and Conclusion
